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Life forum
to focus

MSU
gearing
up for
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Ag Day

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Stall Writer
The Murray State Students for
Life are hosting a forum
Tuesday night to air both sides
of the debate surrounding the
Freedom of Choice Act.
According to a press release
from the group. they are "a
group of college students dedicated to the prevention of abortion and its harmful effects on
women.- Mary Reding, the
president of Students for Life.
said the forum would be at 7
p.m. Tuesday in the Curris
Center Theater and would feature speakers presenting info:
mation on behalf of those
opposing FOCA as well as those
in favor of it.
Reding said the forum would

%Onto
YSER LOUGH/Ledger & Tomes
VALENTINE'S ACT1VMES: Members of the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority sponsored a Valentine's Day Dance and Bingo program Sunday at Hickory Woods Retirement Center. Playing bingo is resident Faye Hewlett, with Nick Cash a freshman prevet major from Graves County and Allison Hogancamp, a sophomore marketing major from Car;isle County.
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Dairy Forecast
By The Associated Press
Monday...Partly sunny.
Highs in the mid 40s.
night...Mostly
Monday
clear. Lows in the mid 20s.
Tuesday...Mostly cloudy.
Highs in the lower 50s.
Tuesday night...Periods
of showers and a chance of
thunderstorms. Lows in the
upper 40s. Chance of precipitation 80 percent.
Wednesday...Mostly
cloudy. Showers likely and a
chance of thunderstorms in
the moming...Then a slight
chance of rain in the afternoon. Highs in the upper
50s. Chance of precipitation
60 percent.
Wednesday
night...Mostly cloudy. Lows
in the mid 30s.
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By Jessica Nau
MSU Public Relations
URRAY, Ky. - Murr
State University's
school of agriculture:::
. the Agriculture Leadershif
Council will host its annual Af.
Day for 2009 on February 25:
Registration begins at 8:15
a.m. on the third floor of the
Curris Center where breakfast_
refreshments will be served. The Career Fair, which is open.
from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., will;
feature agriculture businesses
and corporations giving semi-..!
nars and sessions on what to -.I
expect in different career
fields, companies will also be
;
looking for candidates for
future jobs and intemships.
Christy Watkins. recruitment':
coordinator for the school of
agriculture said,"Ag day
,
began several years ago and, at
;
the time, there weren't a lot Ur
agriculture companies comini
to this area. Despite the out- .1
standing job career services I
does. we have a separate day
for agriculture students
because we have a lot of con- :
tact with different organizations and alumni."
The event is open to Murray
State students of any class status and major. "For freshman,
it is an amazing opportunity to
meet company representatives
and learn about the different
options that are available in
agriculture. For seniors, it is a:
great networking tool because:
they are able to meet corporasC:
representatives and, hopefully.:•
receive a full-time position," :
Watkins said.
Whitney Peake, assistant
professor of agribusiness.
attended Murray State as an
undergraduate and is now
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Signing $787 billion stimulus bill,
foreclosure aid on Obama agenda
By STEVEN R. HURST
Associated Press Writer
ASHINGTON (AP)
—Keeping the economy front and center,
President Barack Obama heads
west this week to sign the $787
billion stimulus bill and tackle
the home mortgage foreclosure
crisis.
The direct appeals for public
support follow scant GOP backing in Congress for his agenda
and increasing partisan bickering.
Passage of the stimulus measure — unprecedented in its cost
— was a major triumph for

W

Obama as he struggles to lilt the back to work."
The stimulus
country from a financial nosedive unseen since the Great package,
which passed
Depression of the 1930s.
Top aides said Sunday the sky- with no GOP
rocketing unemployment rate support in the
and
would fall once the money House
three
begins to flow. But they also
Republican
said the economy will continue
votes in the °barna
its downward spiral in the short
Senate, aims to
term.
save or create as many as 3.5
think its safe to say that million jobs through massive
things have not yet bottomed government investment while
out," press secretary Robert boosting consumer spending
Gibbs said. "But this is a big through modest tax cuts.
step forward toward making that
The president's determination
improvement and putting people

to sign the stimulus bill into law
in Denver on Tuesday suggests
Obama will continue taking his
economic message to the
American people. who are giving him high marks for handling
the crisis. The symbolism is
obvious for Colorado, where a
growing green-energy industry
will draw major benefits from
the stimulus.
"He is determined to keep in
touch with the American people
who sent him here to do this
job," senior adviser David

MI See Page 2A
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County unemployment
second lowest in state
November 2008, the state's seaBy TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
sonally adjusted preliminary
A little more than six percent unemployment
for
rate
of Murray-Calloway County December 2008 rose to 7.8 perresidents are without jobs; viccent from November 2008's
tims of business losses and hirrevised 7 percent, marking the
ing freezes and a state and
highest rate in more than 20
national economy deep in recesyears.
sion and sinking fast.
Nationally, a U.S. unemployAccording to statistics comKentucky ment figure of 7.5 percent in
the
by
piled
Education and Workforce January is expected to rise to
Development Cabinet, 1,062 about 8.9 percent by August.
Murray-Calloway County resi- based on U.S. Department of
dents - of a total workforce of Labor projections.
Mark Manning, president of
17, 493 - were unemployed in
December 2008. However the the Murray-Calloway County
Development
area's unemployment rate of 6.1 Economic
percent is better than the state Corporation, said this morning
average. According to statistics that the area's rate used to
compiled by the Kentucky mimic the state average or
Education and Workforce
Development Cabinet since •See Page 2A
•
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KYSER LOUGH/Ledger &
HEROES CAMPAIGN: It was an unusual scene in the kitchen of Culver's Saturday morninz
as grills normally used for burgers were instead used for breakfast food as part of the
Calloway County chapter of the American Red Cross and Culver's "Love your Heroes"
Pancake Breakfast All proceeds benefited the Red Cross campaign. which raises money for
disaster relief and preparedness in Calloway County Pictured above, restaurant owner Jittl
Foster takes pancakes off the grill while manager Chad Triplett works on bacon
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•Stimulus ... •Unemployment ...
From Front

From Front

Warren counties were listed
Ascii-kid said.
worse, hut has .Iiittcd in the below Calloway at 6 percent.
Gibbs said the president had taken
past several years_
Across the Kentucky. an unem"unprecedented" steps in a biparti"Up until a few years ago, our ployment rate of 7.8 percent is
san etton to Include Republicans in
unemployment was typically 2.5 percentage points higher (him
the legislative process. But Sen. nght at or a little bit higher than the 5.3 percent rate recorded
in
John McCain. R-Ariz.. was highly
the state average. Manning said. December 2007. The U.S. seacritical, declaring the stimulus "Oyer the last year. I've noticed sonally adjusted jobless rate
that we have started to run below increased from 6.8 percent in
would create what he called "generational theft" -- huge federal the state average and one of the November 2008 to 7.2 percent in
reasons I think were below the December 2008, according to the
deficits for years to come.
state
average right now is that the Labor
Department.
McCain. who lost the presidential
state of Kentucky is heavily con- Unemployment statistics are
race to (llama. said the Democrat
centrated in the automotive based on estimates and are comhad backtracked on promises of
industry and the automotive piled to measure trends rather
bipartisanship and was off to a bad
industry is just getting killed."
than actually counting unemploystart. "Let's start over now and sit
Manning
said
although ment filings by individual workdown together." McCain said.
Murray-Calloway
County ers.
Sen. Lindsay Graham. R-S.C.. put
Hospital.
Non-farm employment plumMurray
State
it more bluntly: "If this is going to
University. Murray Independent meted by 15,800 positions
be bipartisanship, the country's and Calloway County Schools (statewide) amid weakne
ss in the
,
screwed."
City of Murray and Calloway construction,
Manufacturing.
With the stimulus victory in hand, County government as well as retail trade, and administrative
Obama planned to shift to the housBriggs & Stratton. Pella and and support industries, it was
ing crisis with an announcement other leading industrial assets are reported.
Construction in Kentucky sufaffected by the ongoing recesWednesday in Phoenix.
Late last summer. Americans sion, they remain bulwarks fered 5.500 job losses since
KYSEA LOUGH/Ledger & Times
HOSPICE HELP: Runners start the Valentine's
Day 5K RunNValk at the Center for Health & began feeling the pinch of the reces- against unemployment in the December 2008; 10,600 positions
Wellness Saturday morning. The run, sponsored
since December 2007.
county.
by Murray-Calloway County Hospital, had sion and left the housing market in
more than 200 participants and was a fundraiser
The manufacturing sector lost
"Fortunately for us, our larger
for the hospital's Hospice House project. It huge numbers. That coincided with
raised in excess of $4,000 that will be matched by
manufacturing companies, thus 4,400 jobs in December 2008.
an anonymous donor.
a sharp increase defaults on home
Compared to December 2007.
mortgages, a devastating combina- far, have not had to have any
major layoffs,- he said. That is jobs in the sector were down by
opportunities that I could dive
Alpha Zeta, the professional
tion that tnggered the financial criprobably the big difference right 15.900 in December 2008. The
into." Peake said.
agriculture fraternity, will consis. Lending froze as banks and
there. Of course Briggs & durable goods subsector accountPeake said Ag Day is a great
From Front
clude Ag Day by hosting the
investment houses realized they
Stratton is working overtime ed 11w the majority of the job
representation of what is availAgriculture Awards Banquet at
were holding trillions of dollars in
teaching several agriculture
right now. Pella has not laid any- decline in December 2008 particable in the agriculture industry. 6 p.m. in the Curris
Center
bad assets.
classes. She said her experience
one off, but they are working ularly industries associated with
"There are two aspects to the
Large Ballroom. Watkins said
with Ag Day as an undergraduUnder
an
emergen
$700
cy
billion
some
reduced hours which is a automobiles.
Career Fair — one is where the
there are usually more than 400
ate allowed her to see the difbailout program passed late last real testament to them
companies come in and stutrying to
students in attendance and variferent internship opportunities
year, the Bush administration used
hang on to their people."
dents talk to them about jobs
ous
award
recipients are recogagriculture had to offer even
half to forestall a financial collapse.
Overall. Manning said the
and internships, the other part is nized.
though she was not interested
But the flow of credit did not ease
Murray-Calloway County area is
having professionals come in
For
more information on Ag
in a full-time position right
and use of the money was criticized fortunate it has not been hit hardand give the students advice on
Day, contact Christy Watkins at
away,"I was able to gain interStaff Report
because it was poorly administered er by the recession.
how to prepare for the job mar- (270)809-3329 or
viewing skills and a much
email her at
Approximately 300 Murray
"If
there
is
and
such
oversee
a
thing
ket
n.
and
as
a Electric System custom
what to expect when
christyr.watkins Omurraystate.e
greater knowledge of all the
ers on
good place in a recession, we're the
north side of town lost
in it." Manning said.
power for a little over an hour
Unemployment statistics in the Sunday night.
Purchase Area and other surTony Thompson. general
From Front
rounding counties: Ballard. 7.6; manager for MES, said the outfeature a moderator while two C'arlisle, 7,8; Fulton,
9.5; Graves, age was caused by a crossarm
holding a high-voltage wire that
students discussed both the pros 7.4: Hickman;
7.8; Marshall, 7.5;
fell. He said that if customers
and cons of the proposed legis- McCracken. 6.5.
Trigg County's experie
nce outages, they need
lation before the United States unemployment rate
was listed at to call MES to let
them know
Congress. When the speakers 12 percent; one
of the highest in
where it is.
are finished, the floor will be the state. Christi
an County was
"We're still seeing damage
open for questions, she said.
listed at 9.4 percent. A rate of from the storm that could con"Whether you're pro-life or 13.5 percent
was reported in tinue for the next couple of
pro-choice. it's just a way to Jackson County
weeks," Thompson said."Some
: the highest in
understand what the legislation the state.
structures were weakened by
is about,- she said.
Calloway's 6.1 rate was the the weight of the ice, so customers should just call us if(an
Reding said her group was second lowest
in the state in outage occurs)
and we can take
able to find someone to speak on December.
Only Knott and care of it as it happens
."
behalf of FOCA by posting a
public notice on the MSU Web
site's news feed, which she said
is a service available to students
and campus groups. She said the
Students for Life is in its second
year and was started in the fall
of 2007. She said she wanted to
encourage anyone to come to
the forum whether or not they
had an opinion on the issue.

•Ag Day...

Outage reported
over weekend

DIABETIC
SHOE
CENTER

•Forum ...

Do You Qualify
For Diabetic
Footwear Benefits?
If you have Medicare
Part B and Supplemental
Insurance you may be
eligible for
DIABETIC SHOES
AT LITTLE OR
NO COST TO YOU.

Call for
Information
210-7534055

STONE LANG Co.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER

210 South 12th Street• Murray, KY
-.SThce 1876 A Name You Can Trust"

Home • Auto • Manufactured Home

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday in City Hall.
There will be a public hearing
to review a rezoning request
for 101 and 103 Spruce St.
from R-5 (multi-family residential) to I (industrial).
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday in
City Hall. There will be a
public hearing to review an
administrative
appeal
regarding 201 North Eighth
St. and another to review the
dimensional variance application for a nine-foot front
setback variance on a monument style sign for Racer
Rental Investments at 306
South 12th St. Another public
hearing will be to review the
conditional use permit application to allow up to three
non-related persons to occupy an R-2 (single family residential) zoning district at 806
Bagwell Blvd. There will also
be a review of a conditional
use permit for Gray's Flea
Market at 609 South Fourth
St.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

HAVVKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & limes
APARTMENT FIRE: A Friday evenin
g fire left a Northwood
Drive apartment heavily damaged.
Murray Fire Marshal
Dickie Walls said that a fire was report
ed at 6:01 p.m. Friday
at 1011 Northwood Dr., Apt. A.
When the first responders
arrived, one room was fully engulfed
in flames, he said. Five
trucks and 23firefighters responded.
One resident lived in the
apartment, which was part of a duplex
, Walls said. Although
the first apartment was heavily
damaged, firefighters were
able to extinguish it before it could
spread, leaving the second
apartment undamaged.

Man charged with having
gun on university property

Staff Report
A Hopkins% tile man was
arrested by Kentucky State
Police Saturday for allegedly
having a handgun on Murray
State University property.
According to a news release
from KSP. Trooper Trey Green
was at the William "Bill"
Cherry Exposition Center to act
as extra patrol at the annual Bull
Blowout event when he was told
that someone involved in a light
in the parking area was brandishing a firearm. After further

Farra 0_1.0e • Lang *inn Care • Health

Insurance available in city or county

investigation, Green found that
Dustin G. Folz of Hopkinsville
was in possession of a handgun
on university property.
Folz was taken into custody
without incident and lodged in
the Calloway County Jail after
being charged with two counts
of wanton endangerment in the
first degree. alcohol intoxication
and unlawful possession of a
weapon on school property.
Green was assisted by Sgt. Ryan
Dawson and MSU Police.
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Clinton warns North Korea on nuclear threat

Mason Shaw Holsapple
Holsapple will be Tuesda) at II
410 in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Bro. Boyd Smith
and Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate
. Bunal will follow in the
Murray Memonal Gardens. Visitation will
be at the funeral home
Rom 5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday).
Pall bearers will be Tim
Holsapple. Chns Tucker. Vic Milner, Greg
Howard. Jimmy Paschall and Tracy McKinney.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Hospice. Murray-Calloway County Hospital. 803
Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071 or to First Baptist
Church, Att. Benevolent Fund, 203 South 4th St..
Murray. KY 42071.
Mr. Holsapple,90. Chaucer Drive, Murray, died
Friday. Feb. . 13. 2009. at 11:45 a.m. at Spring
Creek Health Care. Murray. A retired fanner.
dairyman and livestock dealer, he was last
Holsapple
employed at Campbell's Tobacco ('o.. from where
he retired in 1997. A Kentucky Colonel, he was member
a
of First
Baptist Church and of the Solomon Sunday School Class.
His wife.
Reba Howard Holsapple, died in 2003. Born July I.
1918. in
Calloway County. he was the son of the late William
David
Holsapple and Almeda Shaw Holsapple. Also precedin
g him in
death were II sisters and brothers.
Survivors include one daughter. Barbara Moore and husband
.
Bill. Murray: one brother, Burlon Wayne Holsapple.
Hazel: one
grandson, Tony (A.B.) Taylor, Phoenix. Ariz.: one great-gr
andson.
Stephen Bigda, United States Marine Corps, Fort Leonard
Wood,
Nlo

Mrs. Joe Ann Nanney
Mrs. Joe Ann Nanney. 67. Hardin, died Saturday. Feb. 14. 2009,
at 9:53 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah. A retired teacher
of the
Marshall County School System, she was a member of Olive
Baptist
Church. Preceding her in death were her parents. Carl Houser
and
Sarah Nell Copeland Houser. and one sister. Survivors include
her
husband. Ray Nanney. and one son. David (Slim) Nanney,
both of
Hardin. The funeral will be today (Monday) at 1 p.m. in the
chapel
of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Mark Thweatt and
Rev.
Curtis Harrel will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Barnett
Cemetery. Hardin. Visitation is now at the funeral home.

Douglas Kent Story
Douglas Kent Story. 45. Madisonville, died Saturday. Feb.
14.
2.009. at 3:15 a.m. at Regional Medical Center, Madisonville.
He was a member of Sigma Chi fraternity and a Class A Member
of GCAA-Superintendents of America. He was born May 25, 1963,
in Murray. Preceding him in death were his grandparents. Maurice
and Jane Thunnan and Ray and Cora Maybelle Story, and his fatherin-law. James D. Baldwin. Survivors include his wife. Patty Story:
one son. Douglas (DJ) Kent Story Jr.. Murray: his parents. Ira Lee
and Bonnie Futrell Story. Hopkinsville: two sisters. Lisa Beals.
Oklahoma City. Okla.. and Lana Story. Nashville. Tenn.: one brother. David Story, Houston, Texas; two nieces; three nephews A
.
memorial service will be today (Monday)at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Barnett-Strother Funeral Home. Madisonville. Ron Cavins will officiate. Visitation is now at the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hopkins County Humane Society. Online condolences may he made at www.baniettstrothencom

TOKYO (API -- Secretary.
On Monday, the 67th birthof State Hillary Rodham day of leader Kim Jong II.
North
Clinton. is in Tokyo to begin her Korea claimed it has
the right to
first trip abroad as President "space development" —
a term
Barack Obania's chief diplomat. it has used in the past disguise
to
said Washington's alliance with a missile test as
a satellit,
Japan is a cornerstone for the launch.
U.S. and warned North Korea to
Pyongyang's official Korean
live up to its commitments to Central News Agency accused
dismantle its nuclear programs.
the United States and other
She arrived this morning in countries of trying to block
the
Tokyo to a large group of digni- country's "peaceful
scientific
taries, including two Japanese research" by linking it
to a longastronauts who flew on the U.S. range missile test.
space shuttle.
Last week, Clinton warned
Clinton is in Asia to meet North Korea against
any
with the leaders of Japan, China, "provocative action and
unhelpSouth Korea and Indonesia.
ful rhetoric."
"The bilateral relationship
During her plane trip. she
between the United States and implicitly criticized
the Bush
Japan is a cornerstone in our administration for abandon
ing
efforts around the world." she the so-called 1994
Agreed
said. "We will be looking for Framework with North
Korea,
ways to collaborate on issues reached during Presiden
t Bill
that go beyond just our mutual Clinton's first term in
the White
concerns to really addressing House. which called
for the
global concerns."
North to give up its plutoniumClinton said the main issues based weapons program.
on her agenda included climate
The framework collapsed
change. clean energy and when the Bush team accused
nuclear proliferation, along with Pyongyang of maintain
ing a
the global financial crisis.
separate highly enriched urani"I have come to Asia on my um program, about
which
first trip as secretary of state to Secretary Clinton said there
was
convey that America's relation- still great debate.
ships across the Pacific are
As a result, she said. the
indispensable to addressing the North had restarted and accelerchallenges and seizing the ated its plutonium
program,
opportunities of the 21st centu- allowing it to build a
nuclear
ry," she said.
device that it had detonated in
Her message on the plane 2006.
before arrival was focused on
Clinton said one goal of her
North Korea.
trip was to demonstrate a new
"The North Koreans have U.S. commitment to work
with
already agreed to dismantling," Asian leaders on "proble
ms that
she said. "We expect them to no one nation, includin
g ours.
fulfill the obligations that they can deal with alone."
entered into." During the nowThe administration's goal,
stalled
"six-party
talks," she said, is to push climate
Pyongyang agreed to stop its change and the global financia
l
weapons work in exchange for crisis to or near the top
of the
economic and other incentives.
agenda.

ed donors conference 6:111
Pakistan.
Clinton is also promising .
:4)
.
meet with the families 4:0
Japanese citizens kidnapped 14
North Korea in the 1970s anti
19"
"We do want to press di:
North Koreans to be more forthcoming with infomiation.- stse
said.
In Indonesia. Clinton will
stress a new U.S. willingness4
engage with Southeast Asti
nations, many of which felt nai
tIe
iocntcd by.the Bush administrg•

Hillary Rodham Clinton
Ongoing issues like North
Korea's nuclear programs and
human rights in China will
remain priorities, she added.
In Tokyo, Clinton will try to
reassure a jittery nation of the
importance the United States
places on ties with Japan and
will sign an agreement to move
about 8,000 of the 50,000
Marines on the island of
Okinawa to the U.S. Pacific territory of Guam.
In a nod toward Japan's role
in international affairs, Clinton
is also expected to announce
that she will send the special
U.S. envoy for Pakistan and
Afghanistan to a Japanese-host-

On her final stop, in Chirp.
Clinton's agenda will encod5
pass the full sweep of the eitinomic crisis, global warmitit
clean energy. North Korea 41
health issues. Human rigfit
groups have expressed conc5111
that their issue has been releg4ed to the sidelines by the Obaitit
administration.
•
"We're not going to be stiffing away from talking abctt
human rights issues, but 3v
have a very broad agenda to4
11
with when it comes to dealik
with China," Clinton said. "Its
fair to say that this first trip will
be one intended to really find a
path forward to have as robust
an engagement as possible on.a
range of issues."

Taxes by Joyce, Inc
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns.
Limited Openings • Cal! Now!

753-6069
917 CoIdwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
All returns tiled electronically.

Thomas William (Tommy) Hartsfield
to, I hi.)111,IN 9 lliarii I oiiiin Hans'ield was from 2 to

6 p.m. Sunday at Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. No service is
scheduled. Expressions of sympathy may be made to the charity of
one's choice. Mr. Hartsfield. 51. Farmington. died Thursday. Feb.
12. 2009, at 7:18 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. A selfemployed livestock trader, he was a member of Sedalia United
Methodist Church. His father, Joe B. Hartsfield, preceded him in
death. Survivors include his mother. Margaret (Sis) Hartsfield.
Mayfield: two sons. Thomas Jake Flartsfield and Jody William
Hartsfield, both of Farmington: one sister, Carrie Sue Arp and husband. Brian. Mayfield, and one niece.

Oil edges higher on OPEC
talk of more output cuts
LONDON(AP)— Oil prices
rose above $37 a barrel this
morning after OPEC members
said over the weekend they were
considering more production
cuts to adjust to weakening
global demand for crude.
Light. sweet crude for March
delivery rose II cents to $37.62
a barrel by midafternoon
European time in trading on the
New York Mercantile Exchange
-- though volumes were limited
with U.S. markets closed for
Presidents Day. The contract
rose $3.53 on Friday to settle at
$37.51. The Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries

has implemented most of the 4.2
million barrels a day of output
reductions announced since
September. but the cuts have
been overwhelmed by a collapse
in demand for energy amid the
global economic slowdown.
On Sunday. Mohammed
Saleh al-Sada. Qatar's minister
of state for energy and industry'
affairs. said OPEC is ready to
cut output further when it meets
next month. Al-Sada said a reasonable price for oil would be
$70 a barrel. Venezuelan Oil
Minister Rafael Ramirez said
Saturday his country would support new pro.luction cuts.

Whether it's a cup ofsugar, a chain saw,
or some extra cash, a caring neighbor
can be a bright light on a dark day.
Our neighborhoods and communities are weathering a historic storm
in these early days of 2009. We did our best at a difficult time, as we
know everyone has.
But through it all Heritage Bank has continued its tradition of being
a strong community bank and good neighbor.
Heritage Bank is here for you through ALL the times of your life. Our
banking centers are open and available to serve your banking needs.
WE'RE HERE. WE'RE STRONG.

WE'RE LENDING.

We're more than a bank, we're your neighbor!
Buying or Selling Stock?
Call the professionals at Hilliard Lyons.
HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1.-RI:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270 753 3366 ; 800 444 1854
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What would make a
grown Republican cry?

101-IN INOEI XNER.
KVA.
11_31)0
It is not u ut: that gt°v.it -- on promen don't cry. I'm grown and grams that
I'm on the verge of tears. A will do nothRepublic I have loved all my ing to allelife is being is being murdered viate
the
and the crime is an inside job. current ecoIf you hear a whirring sound nomic crisis,
in the background it is my dad and in many
Ronald Reagan, who loved and ways worsen
served this nation, spinning in it.
Making
his grave as his latest succesHave we
sor plunges a carving knife forgotten
Sense
into America's vital organs.
By Michael
what
Reagan
In his wildest dreams Ronald Thomas JefSyndicated
Reagan never thought that a ferson
Columnist
president of a United States, warned us
now in the throes of a seri- when in 1791? He said,
"To
ous economic crisis, would preserve our independence,
we
adopt a solution to the prob- must not let our rulers
load
lems of our economy that would us with perpetual debt. If we
not only worsen the situation, run into such debts, we (will
but set in motion the begin- then) be taxed in our meat and
ning of a transition of the gov- our drink, in our necessities
ernment of the United States and in our comforts, in our
from a Constitutional Repub- labor and in our amusements.
lic into a coercive quasi-Marx- If we can prevent the governist regime where Washington ment from wasting the labor
is the master of our people of the people under the preinstead of their servant.
tense of caring for them. they
Let it be said loud and clear: (will) be happy."
Barack Obama's so-called stimJefferson would have refused
ulus bill, feverishly embraced to believe that a free people
by his sticky-fingered Democ- would allow their governm
ent
ratic minions in the House and to saddle them and their
chilSenate(and three craven Repub- dren and grandchildren with
a
lican senators), will not do a debt so enormous they could
R()I.1. CA 1 .
agiccartnons.com
single thing to revive our ail- not even begin to compreh
end.
ing economy.
Nor would he have even
Instead it will put Washing- dreamt of the government
wastton's grasping hands into every ing money on projects noted
nook and cranny of America's by former Georgia Rep.
Bob
Friday morning, the Senate work still continues now. The
economic and social life, and Barr, such as a billion dollars
education
voted to send a revenue pack- budget proposal we also
passed proposals
bankrupt an already penurious to subsidize moneylosing age to the Governor contain- this week cuts
state govern- this week.
qation for generations to come. Amtrak, $20 billion to expand
ing the revenue he has told us ment by more than what
we Both
Think about it -- nearly a the already-bloated food stamp he needs
in order to manage propose to raise in the rev- Democr
ats
tillion dollars to be squan- program, about $2 billion
divert- the cuts necessary to balance enue package. We must pre- an
d
dered on a host of pork-laden ed from the wallets of
the
budget
for this fiscal year. pare ourselves for next year Republ
hardiProjects, payoffs to pet leftist working Americans to subsiThis is not a decision that which economists warn will
be cans
groups and causes grasping for dize childcare, and $2.8
I
took
lightly
but
it
was
a
necworse
than this year. Because worked
biltheir share of the booty, and lion to fund advocacy program
s essary one. Besides a series of this, we have included strict together to
of cuts across state govern- parameters on the
a few bucks to create jobs, most- studying the global-warmin
Governor's pass Seng
ment. the bill includes a 30 spending. We must reduce
ly in the public sector.
hoax.
our ate Bill I,
Week in
A trillion dollars we don't
There's another $600 mil- cent increase in the cigarette base where we can and hold the Sentax
and
a
6%
Review
sales
tax on the line everywhere else. We ate's sighave and will need to borrow lion for newer cars for
gov- package sales
By Sen. Ken
of alcoholic bev- must prepare state government,
from our grandchildren and their ernment bureaucrats $44
nature bill.
milWinters
offspring. A trillion dollars cre- lion to refurbish the Depart- erages — the same amount that as so many families are, for This legisR-Murray
you
pay
on
soda
pop
and
fla- declining revenues. That is lation will
ated out of thin air that will ment of Agriculture, $50
mildrastically reduce the value of lion for the National Endow- vored water. The fee increase why the General Assembly is replace
on tobacco still keeps our retail- insisting that any federal
stim- CATS with a nationally normthe dollars in our pockets in ment for the Arts, and
$150 ers competitive with our sister ulus dollars
Kentucky may referenced test, supplemented
an orgy of runaway inflation. million to spruce up the
Smith- states and is less than the $I receive must be treated
as one- by additional multiple-choice
It wasn't all that long ago sonian buildings and more
than that the Governor originally time funds and not add to our
questions to ensure full coverthat spending a billion dollars $400 million to promote
anti- requested. Ever present on our spending requirements.
age of Kentucky's core conon government projects and pro- smoking programs and
minds
was
maintai
ning
proeducaAny General Fund dollars tent at grades three
to eight.
grams was viewed with alarm. grams to fight sexually trans- tion and human services fundreplaced by stimulus dollars and the EPAS system
XPLORE.
As the late Sen. Everett Dirk- mitted diseases.
ing as much as possible while must go to our Rainy
Day PLAN, and the ACT) at the
sen once said, "A billion here
That's what future genera- also not hurting our business- Fund. In this prudent and high school.
We have heard
es. As the Chairman of the bipartisan manner, there
and a billion there and pretty tions of Americans will be
paywon't from so many parents and teachsoon you're talking about real ing for. I'm sure they'll thank Education Committee, the be the kinds of cuts in Keners that the current assessment
threatened cuts to our primary tucky that there almost
money.US.
cer- program does not provide valid
and
seconda
ry
schools
A trillion dollars is $1000
were tainly will be in other states. information
Mike Reagan, the elder son
on how well their
billion, a sum that the imagi- of the late President Ronald simply too much to bear.
As we fiscally prepare Ken- children are doing in
comparWhile much trimming of tucky for the future, we
nation cannot comprehend.
must ison with their classmates, stuReagan, is heard on radio stacosts
was
accompl
ished
under
also prepare our children. The dents in Kentucky,
If you could have spent a tions nationally as part ofAmerand stuthe previous administration, our Senate passed to far-reac
million dollars every day since icon
hing dents nationally. Many teachFamily
Radio
Christ was born you would not (www.aftnet). Look for
Mike's
even come close to having newest book, "Twice Adopte
d"
spent a trillion dollars, yet Mr. and
other
info
at
Obama and his wastrel Demo- www.Reagan.com. E-mail comcratic stooges on Capitol Hill ments to Reagan@cagle
carhave no qualms about spend- toons.com.
ing that amount -- and more

we're :\ust

notthat
ivitoyOU

tl-te no-excut-,( truth to
understanding Republicarts

c tv'A
Winters calls budget vote 'necessary'
ers also feel that they must
"teach to the test.- The legislation will help parents and
teachers track how their students are doing year to year
and provide comparisons with
national norms and with other
states so that we have an accurate measurement of how our
educational system is progressing. Senate Bill 3. also passed
in a bipartisan vote, provide
an early graduation option to
high school students who meet
course requirements, grade point
average, and college readiness
standards.
A student who
completes an early graduation
program will receive an "Early
Graduation Scholarship Certificate" with the value of 24
credit hours at KCTCS. There
is also a set of requirements
for a four-year university program. Legislation like the
above will help focus our students on the higher challenges
required of them. We still
have more than a month of
the 2009 Session remaining.
please call me if you have any
questions 'or concerns about
upcoming legislation or would
like to voice your opinion, toll-'
free at 1-81)0 372-718 I.
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Preschool/Head Start Spring
registration is scheduled

Girl Scout
cookies
will be
available
from local
members

Calloway ('ounty Preschool/Head Start
spring registration for 2009-2010 school year
is scheduled Friday. March 6. from 8 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Preschool.
If your child will be 3 or 4 years old on
or before Oct. I, 2009, call the preschool
at 762-7410 to schedule an appointment
to complete the registration packet and
your child will complete a developmental
screening.
Jo's
You will need to bring with you your
Datebook child's certified birth certificate, social
By Jo Burkeen security card. insurance card/medical card.
and proof of your income for 2008 (W-2s
Community
or income taxes). Your child does need to
Editor
come with you to this appointment. For
more information call 762-7410.

CCHS conferences Tuesday

Calloway County High School Parent-Teacher
Conferences
will be Tuesday from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. No appointm
ents are
necessary.

Ham breakfast on Tuesday

South Marshall Senior Citizens will have a country
ham
breakfast at a cost of $4 per person on Tuesday from
6 to 9
a.m. at the center at Hardin. The public is invited.

Photo provided
UDC MEETING: The J.N. Williams Chapter. United Daughte
rs of the Confederacy will meet
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library
Annex. with special guest
being Theresa Jones, Division UDC President. Ladies interested
in their Confederate ancestry are invited to attend and for more information call Frances Spillman
, 435-4130. Pictured at
a recent meeting were, from left, Frances Spillman, Barbara Smother
rnan, Lil Courtney, Fran
Osmus, Donna Giugler and Donna Jackson.

Good Life plans trip
The Murray Bank Good Life will be traveling to the Southern Women's Show in NashvIle, Tenn.. on Thursday
. Apnl 2.
The day will consist of shopping, food shows. makeove
rs,
massages and much more. If you would like to travel
with
the Good Life contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or
e-mail
bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Music Department will meet
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Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house. The program will
feature a Murray State Jazz Band directed by Todd Hill. Hostesses will be Joanne Cavitt, Virginia Randolph. Linda
Scott
and Oneida White.

Lodge 138 will meet
Woodmen of World Lodge 138 will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m.
at Ryan's Steak House. Planning for Join Hands Day will be
discussed.

Hospital retirees will meet

Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at II a.m. at The Big Apple, Murray. For more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Photo

provided
HOME DEPARTMENT: Serving as hostesses for the January
meeting of the Home
Department of the Murray Woman's Club were the officers, from
left, Shirley Robinson. Bobbie
Waters, Jackie Helm, Lillian Robertson and Judy Stahler. The departm
ent will meet Thursday
at 1:30 p.m. at the home of Judy Stahler.

PADUCAH .Ky. — Fresh
from the bakery, Girl Scout
cookies have arrived. Starting
today(Monday) nearly 300.0(X)
boxes of cookies will be distributed to Girl Scout Troops each
day for delivery. When Cookie
Week ends on Feb. 21. nearly
two million boxes will be on
their way to eager customers.
Local Girl Scouts will start
setting up cookie booths on
Feb. 23. Cookie lovers can also
place
orders online
at
www.ky anags.org.
The mass shipments will be
delivered to various drop-off
locations in the area. Volunteers
will assist the troops in filling
their orders. The shipments will
then be delivered to customers
in 60 counties in Kentucky and
southern Indiana.
The annual Girl Scout cookie
program depends on the public's support to make it successful. When you purchase Girl
Scout cookies. you're not only
satisfying your sweet tooth, but
you're also helping our girls
grow into strong. successful
young women.
Girl Scouting builds girls of
courage. confidence and character, who make the world a
better place.

SUBSCRII31-

TOPS meeting on Tuesday

Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday at from
9 to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome.
For information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4623.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall. 1 1 1 North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call
Johna at 227-9521.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
at the KC hall on Squire Road. Murray. The public is invited.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library. For information
call Pat at 489-2909 or Mary Beth at 436-5116.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the
playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem
of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend

De Lay participates in 56th
Presidential Inauguration
Air National Guard 2nd Lt,
Arthur L. De Lay participated in
the
56th
Presidential
Inauguration Jan. 20 as part of
the largest ever contingent of
National Guard members to
serve in Washington, D.C.
More than 7.0(X)Army and Air
National Guard members from
31 states and territories provided the 2(X)9 Presidential
Inauguration with military
working dogs. consequence
management planning. and ceremonial. logistics, and medical
support through the Armed
Forces Inaugural Committee.
National Guard members also
assisted local authorities with
crowd management, traffic control, and emergency services

operations.
The Armed Forces Inaugural
Committee is established every
four years by the Secretary of
Defense as a joint service organization to coordinate military
ceremonial participation and
support inaugural events.
De Lay is an equal opportunity officer with 12 years of military service.
He is the son of Elaine T.
Meyers of Northwood Drive.
Murray. Ky.
The lieutenant graduated in
1994 from the Main Magnet
High School. New Orleans. La..
and received a master's degree
in 2008 from the University of
Oklahoma. Norman.
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Calloway Middle PI'SA to meet

Calloway County Middle School VISA will meet tonight
(Monday) at 6 p.m. in the multi-purpose room with several
items to be discussed. All parents and guardians are urged to
attend. For more information e-mail 3kingsracing@wk.net.

Lodge No. 105 will meet
Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet tonight (Monday) at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Lodge on
Ky. 121 North. Murray. Work will be in the Fellowcraft Degree.
A potluck meal will be served at 6:30 p.m.

Lupus Support Group to meet
Murray Area Lupus Support Group will meet tonight (Monday) at 6 p.m. in private dining room next to cafeteria of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is open to all interested persons. For information call Michele R. Mitchell at 2109247 or e-mail lupusky@hotmail.com.

Band Boosters will meet
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet tonight
(Monday) at 5:30 p.m. in the band room.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Methodist UMW requests help
United Methodist Women of First United Methodist Church
of Murray is needing some sewers to complete the dresses and
shorts for the children of Central Amencan to be taken by
the mission team. Due to the ice storm, the UMW was not
able to complete all of them. Cut out dresses and shorts may
be picked up in the UMR room of the church. For more information contact Paula Hulick at 753-0323.

Hickory Woods
Retirem
ent Center
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Ladies of the Oaks
Ladies Bndge will be played Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the Oaks
Country Club. Janet Kirk will be hostess.
Members are asked to make reservations by calling Kirk at 7537418.
Winners of Bridge play on Feb. 11 were JoAnne Auer. first place.
and Janet. Kirk, second place, according to Shirley Wade. hostess.
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Notice

Ordinance Number .2901L11.7.9._ an ordinance
amending (Ordinance Number 2004.4-1464. which
adopted the annual budget for the 2008-2009
fist,'
4ear

VISA
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the

Pay

Claastfication

Attest
$1L7C1tire
liarla McClure. City Clerk

Summars prepared by Warren

The CDL Truck
Driving Program
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oar H. Thomas Rushale
H Thomas Rushing. Mayor
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(Located in Mayfield, KY)
• Complete in just 16 days!
• Lowest tuition in the area
• College credit available
• OTR. regional or local lob assistance available
• WIA & VA approved!
New ClaSSeS beginning now!

1-888-503-5151 or (270)247-9159
c Dc 7.2,0.1
haS
WEST KENTUCKY COMMUNITY & TECHNICAL COUIGE

City Attorney
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West Keetucky
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753-1916 .
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DISCLAIMER
urn our classifieds

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable. The
Murray Ledger
Times nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

FOUND
Around
Backusburg Rd area
Black tan P. white 6
mo old female dog
Looking for )wner Call
293-7030
between
Sam-10pm
FOUND pair of racing
boots at a local car
wash Call to describe

webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to robnetwork corn
By delault.
Murray and local rob
Inting, will appear on
this Websile
Hoikeser,
J national
webote not all listing,
on the (obnetwork ,orn
arc placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Time, Please call
in, it you have am,
question,regarding
the Murray area
lob (wing, Thank you
HICKORY Woods
now hiring Resident
Assistant. Midnight
shift, 11 00pm-7 00am.
full or part-time
Excellent benefits
Call for interview 7598700
LOCAL restaurant
wants experienced
Southern Style(Grill
Cook Prefer at least
one year experience,
for fast paced environment. (270)205-7391
Ask tor Manager
PECO is hiring. 2 positions available -personal assistant, -marketing assistant M-F
30hrst wk Resume to,
info pecopt oducts.co
m mail PO Box 363.
Murray
Start date
2/16/09

GRANTS SPECIALIST
Full-time, benefits Four years of college in a
business related field plus four years of general
accounting expenence required, bachelor's
degree preferred Click on 'Employment' at
wvew.murraystate.edu for additional information.
Salary $11.92 hourly.
Apply at Human Resources.
Murray State University.
404 Sparks Hall, Murray. KY 42071-3312.
Women nenorrees encouraged tO
apply
E
AA employer
TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
4-1-09 To 12-1-09 KY 00373429
Gary Brame Kirksey. KY 120 OpeningsI
4-1-09 To 12-1-09 KY 00372915
.1 Carson Farms. Murray. KY (10 Openings)
Billy D Smith 3-25-09 To 12-20-09 Ky#0373067
Murray, KY (8 openings)
Tobacco Farm Laborer.VVage $7 2548 0011, 14 contract hours guaranteed all tools and equip at no
charge Housing provided tor those beyond commuting
at RO cost Transportation and subsistence pay after
50°, of contract completed Transport daily to roCirkSite
Apply for th.s lob at the nearest office
of state erock•
force agency in tells state Using lob order numbers
above with a copy of this advertisement

Activity Director
Prefer certification and,or experience Must love
working with elderly computer literate, high
energy and creative Apply in person
at Fern Terrace
EOE

[WNW to Buy
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 [Sc uth 126 St

(270) 753-1713
USED motor oil pickup Drum exchange
270-436-2215

753-6337

ACCEPTING applications for superintendent Journeymen and
electricians Apply at
E&W
Electric
Company. 3011 Ashli
Ln Parts

SM.

DON T have time to
deep cleaning'? Cal
met Very reasonable
rates 227-6535 Day or
night
HOME cleaning services 227-7129
HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806
WILL set with elderly or
clean your home 7539084 or 479-559-8276

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER

Cies
Lri rt,4,ane loom)
,eve, yot tan*
.r.,
Ill 1.-1.41MA, TanYn•
f • n10- 7 pay urea.!ere
77 Pease
7495
tr'
,L War'.'
1 00 '4 4427 ne '4,
L

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position LPNFull time. 6a-2p
Anyone interested In
becoming part of our
team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care 402 W
Farthing St . Mayfield.
KY 42066

MDM COMPUTERS
ServiceoSales
Repairs Upgrades
759.3556
Wardle ley
ANT1OUES Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray
lot suitable for dou
blewide &well septic
electricity
Near
Murray 226-9534 after
7pm

I

rangetnen1 tilavialt.t

AY old mtlat

cost.

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Ines °cable Medicaid
Appm‘ed

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1.024 on Part A, $1:15 on
Part 11 Call me for more information

270-7534411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

201 S 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

1-

Articles
For Sets
Accepting new
patients. ALWAYS'

Eyecare
Specialties
Or, Kevin Adams

270-759-2500
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series On display for
tree delivery & set-up
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV s in
action
Murray
Telephone
Electronics, Inc . corner of 8th and Arcadia
(270)753-7567

Email us at
'mit Omurrayledgercorn

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

2 BR IBA on 1 acre to,
Very clean. yard moo
mg included. No penReferences require.$325 monthly plL.deposit. 270-978-453.-270-623-6314

karrn 1,ta, (hotel,

I

nishings

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We sell new P.
used furniture at
great deals
(270) 761-7853

TOP quality
consignment furniture
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
2e0
WNW norms FOf Sals
'OWNER Finance**
No credit check
Singlewide
private
country setting close to
talc.) 213 Primrose
New Concord
KY
$34,900,
$1,500
down Call Ruthse 270753-2222
16X80 LIKE NEW
$16500
Including Deliver/Set,
AC/Hookup
Call (7311584-9429 to
see it
28X60 DOUBLE wide
Very high end home
Low end price less
than $50 000
Call 731-584-9429 if
interested

The Place to
Murray Ledger & Times

CAMP SEPTIC
CLEANING
Of MURRAY, K1

8- COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETITIVE RATES

NICE 2 BR, no pet,
753-9866

M

When acce,ing the
'-help wanted- section

Lou V. MeGary
Doe. Thar Pala s Pas IOW. rut,.,, Della( tag.,
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

eta;

K

FAYES .
Custom Embioodery
& Screen Printing
New Location
1604 Hwy 121
Bypass N
753-7743

GOVERNMENT Loar
Available
See if you can qualify
for more house
for lower payments
CALL FOR APPOIN1
MENT
731-584-9429

PREPI ANNING
1‘)H000bii

INSURANCE

orNae ete COL 7itidi Drrerig Program

nnsel by Me KioluiC,, Sills
doryt.on
hop //Paining westkentucky lick•edurtruckdrIvIng
shten1

To place- your ad call

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Fleetwood home on
3/4 acre 10 miles
north of Murray 1 mite
off Hwy 641 $5290C
financing available
270-791-9792

753-9224

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

NICK MCCLURE
IS STILL OWNER

127oris-1916

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1 BR apt. various loacations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 20r apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR & 2BR apartments
available Great location 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
2 BDRM Apt Close to
MSU First month
FREE Includes washen/dryer and partial
utilities Deposit &
Credit Reqd
978-1123 for info
2 BR, 2 BA, no pets
406 Bambi Cl North.
270-841-5653.
270-376-2746
2BR duplex. nice.
C/1-1/A, appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR Townhouse. W/D
included $475.00/mo
I BR I BA on Brooklyn
Dr $315 00/mo
Please Gail 753-7559
3 BR house, wici,
C/H/A $500 1-2-3 BR
Apt 753-0606
4 BR, 2 BA all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898
HAZEL New one bedroom Appliances.
water, sewer, trash_
electric included
$550/mo.
(270)492-8211
LARGE 38R apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus C1-1/A. W&D
5600- 2 people. $6753 people, water,
sewage & trash furnished, no pets
1270)293-3710
LIKE new. 1BR apt, all
appliances.
1707
Brooklyn On 270-5599080 or leave message
MOVE-in special 2BR
1 5BA
townhouse.
C.tHrA all appliances
including wrd Sorry, no
pets $500/mo First
month free w/paid
deposit of $500
873-7516
NOW LEASING
1, 28 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

1)5 Ditiguiti

Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Iwo Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat and Au
Accepting Application,

NEW - 7.000 sc.; ft Industrial building
for rent tease on East Chestnut Ext.
Call 270-759-4851
for more information.

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

EON BEAU
I 11S
1111 ,

www.murrayisv apartments.coom
270-767-9111
Specialiting in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water. sewer. trash & Cable TV included

All Size Units • Climate Cont •
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity

812

Rooms for rent $250
ncludes utilities cable
nternet
No pets.
smoke free 759-4335
for info

BEAUTIFUL 3br 2ba.
2 car garage all appliances including built in
microwave, vett large
fenced back yard
Located in small golf
course
community.
Available Feb 16th
$900 per month 7595885. 293 7085
SMALL 3BR, IRA
Only 3mi from town on
94E 5500/mo, utilities Must have references
Serious
inquiries only
270-293-3572

We have new storage units
located behind
Murray Business Center
On North 12th
With Interior Lights.

AAA N.tiniseonige
All %Uri. to
fit tour needs
lactated ht
Froggy radio station

753-2905

59 759-9854

e

GAO
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Coll -01293-4183
4 p m M-F

MINI
WAREHOUSE

2 BR, very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898
38R. 2BA. Hardwood
floors. newly remod
eled 701 Broad St
$500 month, no pets
293-3710
4BR, IBA adiacent to
MSU 5700/mo plus
deposit 436-5085

MBC Storage

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

754-8

10x19 10x24
Ask about
our speciats

e
e

subscribe to the

e
e
e
e

‘I S

lof

t of I 21 S h I ilendroli
101415 $40

12701 434)-2524
12701293-6911g

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate crinpo
storage
•Securrty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753 9600

$30.00
$55.00 3 mo.
$105.00 6 mo.
I yr.

Rest of KIYIN

7211 SA 111's I
10‘10 $25

e
e
%II 8811
•
,,
AL1)(4.1181 I I lES I
e
Flume Delivery
Locul Mull II

MO.
6 mo.
I ,r.

753-3119
.1111 Ri

WhItnell Ave.

753-3853

Appliances included No PETS'

SMALL 1 BR apt
Water paid $265 pe
month. No pets_ One
person only. 753-5980.
TOWNHOUSES
for
rent 3 & 4 BR 2 5 BA,
refrigerator.
oven.
stove. washer & dryer
included
Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month. First
month 112 off Call
270-348-0458

OR AGE
11111

e

3 ,no.
6 mo
I ,r
Cheek

I

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

$35
$4.3.00
$110.00

All Other Mail
i
Subscriptions
I
1 inc.
$75.00
6 mo.
$96.00
I )r.
$145.00 I

Money Order

Visa

Nami.
St Address

e

City
State

Zip

Harlime 1'h
M:111 Oi t. uiiitinin, istfli pat men!
Murray Ledger & 'rim...
PAL Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
..:11 t270) 753-1916

Slurra ledger & limes

CLASSIFIEDS

Monday. February In. 2009 • 7

St30

Hosorcycies 6 ATVs

Somas Mend

Suzuki GSF 500. runs
great, low
miles
$1,450 obo 227-1118,
227-7085

MEIhatoPerla
ID_TIRES
.-Arum* Prop For Rent
5.1100 sq. it
huNdirrg hir kase
and 7 comm,
billiard taltIrc
60ti.70', I
978-074'
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905
293-1480
Retail Store in Hazel
2500 SF +/- plus 960
SF porch
Really met Great for
antiques, restaurant,
retail. etc
270-492-8211
Small offices and office
suites
available.
Adjacent to MSU $200
and up. Including utilities.
restrooms.
kitchen. conference
room & more. Century
21 Barger RE 270247-2421

14; 15.16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Coll 7515606

DAVIS Handiwork's
We've expanded
Small home repairs,
rooting, siding, storm
clean-up 8 home building to suit lots available
north of Murray
(270)2274484
DNJ HANDYMAN
For all your storm
clean-up & repair
needs 270-293-5438

I

SKS Tree
Cutting
Oser 20 Years Ewer.,

630
Services Offered

530
ices Offered

B7141 EXCAVATING, LLC

*Tnm

or take down tree•
trees $50-$300

most

*Stump Grinding
lang. $.30./each - sec
websate
Low. HONEST Estimate hetore I start the job
Money due ONLY after completion of Job

MIN

Please coma<

1, ,.rael,

Tracknoe • Backnoe • Dozer
• Ponds Driveways • Cleadng
• Septic Systems Demolition
,iete,:er gravel, itit dirt,
top:loo, white rock and pond day.
727-3032 Sobby
293-1991 Tripp.
752-7645 after' pm

510
Se,
,,ces O•terec

•

e 270-227-3574
werchoustoneitctricco.com

Ron Frame Jr.

Cold.uteraitrk‘e% relerrats tit

Pictures, Videos, Prise Examples. moat
WWw.sksiory.com

Bernie or Dan
270489-2568

ELECTRICIAN
Construction
Remodeling or Just
A Switch Carpentry
& General Repair
LIcensed & Insured
KeTth 205-6128

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
*Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
-Stump Removal *All modem epouipment
-24 hour emergency service *Licensed & Insured
Res: 270-474-0323• Cell. 270-227-3140
-No lob is compieto
• -- or is SatiStied

270-217-8677

MOM S 2005 Silver
Chevy Impala. 89.000
miles $7,500 See
509 South 11th St.
759 1987
03 Pontiac Grand am
102,000mi, excellent
condition $4 500 obo
978-6693 for details
94 Lincoln Town Car.
leather. $900 obo
270 978-9454
1985 Chevrolet Impala
Gray 4/door
Runs/drives $999.00
OBO 270-492-8211

[

Oak..

Sport Utility Vehicle'
1996 Chevy Blazer
4WD, 2DR, auto, very
good condition, $2,500
obo. 227-4439

530
Semple 0iuid

•'

liii' Ii

TRENT Tree Service
Insured,
bonded,
licensed.
Complete
Tree Removal, chipping. remove debris.
top trees. Free estimates. 270-293-4675
or 678-557-2064.

LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
Storm Clear -up
(270) 293-8377
(270) 436-2867

.1'

wao..1114111iiyar04er gdril
,

.•

STORM CLEAN
Trees debns
gutters roof
installation repairs
20 yrs exp
Free estimates
TrOy 270471112f3 '

TREE
WORKar,r
clean-up
Buying junk cars
270-436-5235
270-227-6004

YEARRY'S
Service Free
mates Phone
2562 227-0267

Horoscope

4

by Jacqueline igar

PICK UP

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for flowing. Carefully remember Armstrong (1972), actor
Alan Internet at http://www.jacgue
Tuesday. Feb. 17, 2009:
what is happening. The unex- Bates (1934)
linebigar.com.
This year. know what you want. pected occurs with a child or
(c) 2009 by King Feature
loved
You
have
one.
the
Remain
drive,
centered
personali
,
ty
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Syndicate Inc.
270-293-5624
and energy to make your goals and you might be amused rather
FUTRELL'S Tree
than
upset
MO ME
by
what
goes
......
realities.
down!
Verbalize your desires.
Service
Trimming,
removal, and use others suggestions to Tonight: Whatever you do, be
stump winding. fire- make them a reality. Your per- passionate about it.
wood, Insured.
sonality melts others' resistanc- SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Recognize the pros and
489-2839.
es, and you gain as a result. You
Paris, TN
cons of a financial situation. If
Pets Supplies 1
II 11 I'S WA4,11 are lucky this year and begin a
you want to get feedback, ask.
V11\1(.1111\1 new life cycle. Organization is Many could have strong opinvery important. If you are single ions, though they might
ACA registered tiny
not want ILunch
Yorkie pup pies Vet 2000 black Silvered° • WeCkl,.• & spet.i31p.c.kups and you want a dynamic rela- to express them unless asked.
• locally
fled/operated tionship, it is yours to have.
checked, health guar- pick up Lots of custom
You Curt a tendency to go overMonday-Friday
759-1151 • 293-2783 can change your life if you want. board. Try to approach
anteed Males $400- W0f1( $9,500
a situa11 a.m.4 p.m.
293-2784
500, females $600
759-1854
If you are attached, let your sig- tion differently. Tonight: Treat
436-5508. 293-5508
yourself to'. new item for spring
nificant other bathe in your good
I hiniltim (,ranite
Sunday All Day
will. Listen to news and be open. SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
AKC registered Husky
Jo klarl•le
SAGITTARIUS always gives 21)
puppies $500 270***** You are on cruise con3301 St. Rt 121N. you that extra shove.
226-9507
trol and can do very little wrong.
753-8087
DOG Obedience.
With that knowledge, make
irr 1furde...k • ?.”;
436-2858
The Stars Show the Kind of
important decisions and clear
8 oz. Ribeye w/Salad
.
1 1,,ta,
, *6. •
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: your desk.
TREEING Feist pupTrusting in your abili& Dessert Bar
pies 6wks. old. Great
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; ties could make a
HANDYMAN Service
big difference.
puppies/squirrel dogs
Storm clean-up, tree 1 -Difficult
Someone lets you know how he
*Drinks not included
$75 270-293.9966
trimming & repairs
or she feels -- the good and the
Free estimates.
YORKIE
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
puppies.
bad! Tonight: What would knock
OFFER ONLY VALID WITH COUPON
YOUR 41)
AKC 601-831 3080
22-490-4692.
**** Keep digging to get your socks off9
COULD OE
270-759-4116
more information. You might be CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
1305 E. Wood Street, Paris, TN
' MERE FOR
AR Construction
blocking an important point or ** Know when to walk away
(731)641-1791
Licensed
78.00
&
Insured
11
,
somethin
.
g that is significant. A from a situation. Sometimes you
..
16 yrs asp
'.4-MONTH
friend pushes you hard. You
need no explanations, only to
Work with your insur- could take this person's
- .CHAVIVREAL
-CALL'7331-106
shove understand. Your intuition homes Is
• ESTATE it 4.14.1CTigre
ance company on esti- positively, or you could
lose your in on a financial matter_ Follow
C.II
mates for all your temper. Which will
to n
it be'? Tonight: through, as long as the risk is not
rie
Hill Electric home
270.5 7,61 -?215
needs Roofing, Ask; question: brainstor
Since 1986
too high. Tonight: Much-needed
m.
V'701.7
.05,447
siding, windows, debns
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
24 moue sums
private time.
- intrAny Ottayo
& tree removal
***** Work with individuals AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Res . Corn . & Ind
Broker Aucttnno•
731-225-4488
Licensed Sr Insured
rather than groups. Understand **** Where you are is where
All jobs - big or small
that each individual has a differyour friends are. Others seek
ent set of issues, you need to
you out en masse. You also
1S111.11.) ltottsellykd
32 Years Experience
flow with a situation_ A responsi- might need to restrain your fol293-8377. 436-2867
%Mt! 1'440,
bility might drop on your shoul- lowers, as you have other matMurras ledger at ; ones Fair
Lamb's
111.Q1Itik.
ders. Understand what needs to ters to handle Lady Luck rides
Housing Act Sufis<
Services Include:
Professional Tree
happen Tonight. A must oppor- on your shoulder. Use it well
All real estate advedord herein
Service Complete tree "534344
•Bathing
•Ear Cleaning
*Medicated
• 227-5644 tunity.
is sulked to IN Federal Fair
Tonight. Focus on what you
removal, gutter
-Clipping
•Deticking
Baths
Housing Act which makes i•
GEMINI
(May
21-June 20)
want
i•r;niorring
•Nail Trimming
cleaning, hauling, etc
illegal to advertise ant,
•Flea
Batr- s
&pew lAaf bowed
***** Understand what is PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
rear limitation or discnmela
Insured
By
hon based on race. color,
happening. Listen to news that **** A must appearance
436-5141 A-AFFORDws, handicap, familial staWest KY Lsenucapes
heads your way. It you detach, dominates your day. If you get to
Call Today For An Appointment
tus of r1,11k10,11 OTIgla OT intenABLE Hauling Clean
2274414
you'll discover some facts that the bottom of a problem, you will
tion to make any such Fmk,out
garages, gutters,
Ns[thread Free.
entn, lurttahons of
will help fill in the gaps in a com- succeed. Your instincts often
junk & tree work
Non
Werry Fr,e.
plicated story Make calls to serve a purpose, but right now
ADAMS Homo
State as turbid disenrrunation
KeesseaMs Rates.
experts, and continue to seek
your feelings race through your
Improvement
in the sale rental or advertising
new information. Tonight- New thoughts. Detach, arid you'll get
of real estate based on tactors in
ML Garage Doors
Remodeling, Roofing
addition to those protected
positive results. Tonight: At the
Repairs, Storm Clean- Installation, repair and vistas.
under tederal law
helm of the ship.
maintenance for resi- CANCER (June 21-July 22)
up. No lob too small
We will Anorongls accept anc
dential and commercial **** Talk is cheap and hard to
Licensed & Insured
ad•erttsing tor real estate which
bypass If you understand what BORN TODAY
door and openers
227-2617
1271 Robertson Rd. South
is not in violation otthe law Al!
persons are beret', informed
Including dock levelers is happening behind the scenes. Celebrity Pans Hilton (1981)
www.westeidevet.com
AFFORDA
BLE
that all dwellings ed,rrksed are
and dock plates Free you'll get past an Immediate guitarist. singer Billie Joe
Carpentry
as ailable on an equal opportuproblem.
Estrmtes
Your
ability
Repair
to get the
storm
no, basis
*Sagging floors
damaged doors Call job done, even with hassles left
*Roof Leaks
For turther .esislaige is ail Fair
and
270-293-2
right,
marks your potential
357.
Housing Ads rowing require•Sheetrock
ments, "mho NAA Counsel
Tonight: Put your feet up
•Decks
Rene P Milam. I70314411-1000
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
No lob too small
***** Where answers don't
227-9641
come easily, your creativity finds
ALL Carpentry
a path to fill in the blanks You
VOA& •••••••
Construction
could be shocked by what is
*Homes *Remodeling
going on. Your light and easy
• Decks *Screened
60
way puts a smile on others'
Porches
*Garages
Hares For Saki
I
faces Let others run the show
*Sagging
•Rotten
Tonight Be the lively Lion.
Floors •lermite
Pool Table Guy.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
-OWNER
Damage *Home &
20 Years Experience
*** Pressure builds on the
Financing- No
Mobile Home
Pool Tables Bought Sod.
personal front. Your strong drive
Credit Check
Licensed & Insured
Serviced arid Moved
earmarks
38R. IBA. hardwood
your
actions
270-227-0587
731-819 4855
Incorporate patience, and you
floors. 223 East Main
270-753-2353
Over 130 . nannels in HD
will easily clear a hurdle
Puryeat. Tenn
APPLIANCE REPAIR
$44.900 $1.500 down
Effectiveness is your trademark
REYNOLDS
SERVICE & PARTS
Call Huthie
& SON'S LLC
You get the lob done. perhaps to
i2701 293-8726 OR
(270)753-2222
• Bush Hogging
the surprise of others Tonight
759-5534
Popular sports
• Land Cleanng
Mosey on home
packages like:
Chuck Van Buren
• Tractor Work
BENTON Country
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
NFL SUNDAY TICKET
• DirVGrever Hauling
Club
**** Keep communication
270) 226-9015
niew construction.
NASCAR HotPass
3BR 2BA WAIN white
ROBINSCN Painting
stonecontractors corn
NCAA MEGA MARCH
Quality & experience
703-7308
MADNESS
,
Danny Robinson
H Dem DVR
226-9295
RIC MEN UPS"Of
MLB Extra Innings
New 2-4
'.1
I I I
Aldridge & McColston
Bedroom homes
Co
Steve Dublin
in Riverfield
eve,la/i-s.
16+ yea exp
Constru
ction
Estates.
265 channels
Urerteed corieecvox
localp
~eere4c',
Custom Home
Matt Jennings
PROFESSIONAL
Free Fetirneee•
INSTALLATION
Higher
customer
Building
293-7872
12701293-4020
satisfaction than cable.
Coeferae
eoees.
ir,
Remodeling
270
1924
•ollw.jr wr/
1
4
.
-"whe.
293-8919
06/taapies,
WANDA
Tucker
We Buy
for lecc, wth Mecincom
LIMB & tree problems? Bookkeeping & Tax
Houses!
/Vo oee eave-i-s (4e frews
15yrs service Senior Services Reasonable
Fast Cash Off
citizen
discount prices. e-file at no extra
(44(eraltee.e Core Me
Stop Foreclosure Lowest price guaran- charge, free pick-up

r

Lepanto Steak House
Buffet

$4.99*
$6.99*

Special

$7.49*

uriouratng

For All Breeds Dogs & Cats

753-9562

By: Diane Jackson

JOE'S JOBS

(270)753-6749

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.

-

DIRECTV has over
130 HO channels.
Anything less is Mediacom.
Mediacom

THE CHOICE
IS CLEAR.

Bring home
the ultimate TV
experience!

Don t settle

WOOD
ELECTRONICS INC

761-HOME
761.HOME.COM

tee Removal also
Tim 753-2594 or
227-9153.

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own and
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

and delivery Call for an
estimate Office 270153-2079.
Wanda
Tucker
753-0863.
Vanessa Fike
489-2280

tow. comerwrity
ireles,afoce

SIMMONS
Home
Handyman
Carpentry Service Will
do tree clean up Call

REMEMBER

Don 519-8570

OUT

TO

ALSO

CHECK
ON

THE

US
WEB

270-753-0530
866-HDTV-989

N • NIonday, February 16, 2009

Lola,Back
II years ago
Murray Tigers won 63-62 over
Kentuck
('ongressman Ed
Mayfield Cardinals with Howard
Vip'hitlield was the speaker in a Meet- Boone high Scorer for Murray and
ing ot over 120 local tobacco proCalloway Lakers lost 80-61 to
duces on Feb. 15 at the West Wing° Indians with David ('ohoon.
Kentucky Livestock and Exposihigh scorer for Lakers.
tion ('enter. Murray State Univer40 years ago
sity
Gary Lynn Simmons. 36. KirkPublished is a picture of Mar- sey. died from injuries sustained
garet Boone. president of the board in a automobile accident that
of Murray-Calloway C'ounty Need occurred on Ky. Hwy. 299.
one
Line. presenting certificates to mik north of Kirksey. on Feb.
Donna Jackson. service as teleIS
phone chairman. and Dick HoffAn average of $50.31 per hunman. for many years of service dred weight was reported for
the
to the board.
sale of dark fired tobacco on the
In high school basketball games. Murray Market. according to
011ie
Murray Tigers lost 91-37 and Mur- Barnett. tobacco market reporter.
ray Lady Tigers lost 51-36 to
Dr. Richard and Dr. Mary Bruerteams of Marshall County Mar- ingmeyer are now practicing
chishals. High scorers for Murray were ropractic at their offices at 302
Foster for Tigers and Lawson for South 12th Si . Murray.
Lady Tigers, and Gardner for MarSO years ago
shals and Lyles. Moore and Sanders
Marine Cpl. Jimmy S. Rutland.
tor Lady Marshals.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Rut20 years ago
land of Almo, took pan in two
Published is a picture taken at Marine Corps unit anniversaries
the fire that destroyed the Grow- while serving with the 10th
Regers Loose Leaf Floor No. 2 build- iment at Camp Lejeune, N.C.
ing on Maple Street on Feb. 14.
In high school basketball games.
Owners of the building are Rob Hazel Lions won 73-52 over
Lyon
McCallon. Harold Shoemaker and County with Jerry Kent Waters
Many Harper. The photo was by high scorer for Hazel: Douglass
Staff Photographer Dan Loudy.
Bulldogs won 70-57 over HickMurray State University Rac- man Riverview with James Jackers won 89-80 and Lady Racers son high scorer for Douglass.
won 93-62 in basketball games with
Recent births reported at MurTennessee Tech Golden Eagles of ray Hospital include a girl to
Mr.
Cookeville, Tenn.
and Mrs. Thomas Pace and a boy
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Cossey.
to Mr. and Mrs. William (Wes)
60 years ago
Furgers.on Jr.. Feb. 8: a boy to
Murray State College ThoroughNita and Kenneth White, a girl breds lost 73-54 to Western State
to Donna and Randall Dick, a College Hilltoppers of Bowling
boy to Mary and Albert Wheeler Green in a basketball game with
and a girl to Kimberly and Ran- Stephenson high scorer for the
dall Duncan. Feb. 10.
Thoroughbreds.
30 years ago
births reported include a girl
Bobby L. Brandon. formerly to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Carroll,
of Murray, has been named deputy a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Euel F.
director of the Breckenridge Job Lockhart. a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Corps Center.
William Cole. a boy to Mr. and
Dr. Donald Hughes. local physi- Mrs. Edward McClure. a girl to
cian. spoke about "Diabetes" at a Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Vance and a
meeting of the Theta Department boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kline.
of the Murray Woman's Club.
Feb. 13; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
In high school basketball games, Olin Turner, Feb. 14.

Todayirillistory
By The Associated Press
declared independence in 1990).
Today is Monday. Feb. 16. the
In 1923. the burial chamber
47th day of 2009. There are 318 of King Tutankhamen's recently
days left in the year. This is Pres- unearthed tomb was unsealed in
idents' Day.
Egypt by English archaeologist
Today's Highlight in History:
Howard Caner.
On Feb. 16. 1862. during the
In 1945, American troops landCivil War. some 14.000 Confed- ed on the island of Corregidor in
erate soldiers surrendered at Fort the Philippines during World War
Donelson. Tenn. (Union Gen.
Ulysses S. Grant's victory earned
In 1959, Fidel Castro became
him the nickname "Uncondition- premier of Cuba a month and a
al Surrender Grant.")
half after the overthrow of FulOn this date:
gencio Batista.
In 1804. Lt. Stephen Decatur
In 1968. the nation's first 911
led a successful raid into Tripoli emergency telephone system was
Harbor to burn the U.S. Navy inaugurated. in Haleyville. Ala.
fngate Philadelphia. which had fallIn 1977, Janani Luwum. the
en into the hands of pirates.
Anglican archbishop of Uganda.
'in 1868. the Benevolent and and two other men were killed
Protective Order of Elks was organ- in what Ugandan authorities said
ized in New York City.
was an automobile accident.
In 1918. Lithuania proclaimed
In 1988, seven people were
its independence, which lasted shot to death during an office
until World Vs'ar II. It again rampage in Sunnyvale. Calif..
by
13V BLLJE4
S02)

COMICS/ FEATURES
Man forced out of driver's
seat is still trying to steer
DEAR ABBY: Because of a
medical condition, my husband
of 30 years can no longer drive
a car -- so now he is driving
ME nuts. Not only does he tell
me how to drive ("You're too
far to the right." or •Watch out
for that car!" or " I'd go this
way," etc.).
but he feels
it
is
his
esponsibility
remotely
lock/unlock
the car doors.
remotely start
the car -anything having to do with
the car but
drive it. We
By Abigail
end up "canVan Buren
celling" each
other out when I try to start the
car or lock it.
Please tell me how to solve
the dilemma about who should
control the functions of the car.
-- EXASPERATED IN OHIO
DEAR
EXASPERATED:
YOU should. However, when a
man can no longer drive and his
wife must take over, some males
regard it as a blow to their masculinity. What your husband is
doing is an attempt to reassert
himself in his former role, and
while it may annoy you, please
try harder to understand why he's
doing what he's doing and be more
tolerant. I know I would.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: I am a 29year-old woman who lost my
beloved mother a few months
ago. A sudden illness took her
quickly. I made the difficult decision to remove her from life
support when there was no longer
any hope.
Mom raised me by herself.

Murray Ledger & Times

Patient needs
statin alternative
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 80
years old, and a few years ago.
I was diagnosed with congestive
heart failure. My pnmary -care doctor referred me to a cardiologist
la college (nerd of his), who put
me thiough every kind of test
known
to
man. He then
prescribed
three medicines for me.
including
Lipitor
because my
cholesterol
was 275.
Shortly
after starting
them. I began
having musBy
de pain in my
Or, Peter Gott legs and had
heard warnings about statins. including those
from your column. I was already
taking co-enzyme Q-10. so I knew
it wasn't due to a depletion. I
asked my cardiologist about a
cholesterol-lowering medication
without statins. but he said they
weren't any good and switched
me to Crestor. instead. It was still
a statin, and, despite my concerns. I took it like a good patient.
The pain returned. so I stopped
it and started watching my diet
more closely. My cholesterol
dropped to 217. During my next
doctor visit. I again complained
about the statins. hoping this time
the doctor would listen. Instead.
he told me to find another cardiologist and left the room.
I left his office feeling pretty
devastated. Was I wrong to refuse
to take statins again, or should 1
have just let him think I was still
taking one even though 1 wasn't? Should I really find another
cardiologist?

and we saw each other every
day. She was my best mend. I
don't know how to go on without someone to love me like she
did.
I would like your opinion on
an idea I have. There must be
a mother somewhere who has
lost an adult child and has love
to give. I could reciprocate that
love. I do not wish to replace
my mom -- that would be impossible. She was an amazing woman.
I just need someone to care for
me that way I am loved as a
wife, niece and friend, but no
longer as someone's child. I need
to give and receive that kind of
unconditional love.
Is this unhealthy? What would
be the best way to fulfill my
needs? I have tried individual
and group therapy. I am financially independent. What are your
thoughts? -- DAUGHTER OF
AN ANGEL IN ALABAMA
DEAR DAUGHTER: Please
accept my deepest sympathy for
the loss of your beloved mother. I know you are grieving, but
what you have in mind could
cause you more problems than
you already have.
Right now joining a grief support group or talking with a therapist who specializes in the grieving process would be far more
helpful for you than immediately trying to fill the hole in your
life left by your mother's death.
I am concerned that what you
are considering could lead to you
being cruelly exploited.
The love a mother experiences for her child is not interchangeable or replaceable in the
way you are thinking of doing
it. The validation you are seeking can be found in volunteer
work for all kinds.

Dr. Gott

ContractBridge

000

North dealcr.

DEAR ABBY: Am I alone
in feeling insulted that the only
time I am invited to "friends"
a man who was obsessed with a
homes is when they have someco-worker. (The gunman. Richard
Farley, is under sentence of death.) thing to sell? First it was food
storage items, then jewelry and
In 1998. 'a China Airlines Airclothing, and now it's food supbus A100-600R trying to land in
plements that will "change my
fog near Taipei, Taiwan. crashed.
killing all 196 people on board.
life."
Ten years ago: Enraged Kurds
Some of these invitations come
seined embassies and held hostages from people who have
been to
across Europe following Turkey's
my home for dinners or parties,
arrest of Kurdish rebel leader
but have never reciprocated -Abdullah Ocalan. Testimony began
until now. Although I would love
in the Jasper. Texas, trial of John
to be in their homes socially, I
William King, charged with murhave no intention of going for
der in the gruesome dragging death
a sales pitch so they can get
of James Byrd Jr. King was later
convicted and sentenced to death.) free stuff, gain points or whatFive years ago: A confident John
ever.
Kerry launched a full-throttle attack
Do I even owe them an RSVP
on President George W. Bush's ecofor this kind of invitation? -nomic policies, mostly ignoring
SOLICITED IN REDWOOD
his Denimiatic rivals on the eve
CITY, CALIF.
of the Wisconsin primary. The
DEAR SOLICITED: I underWalt Disney Co. rejected a takeover
stand your feelings, but if you
bid by Comcast Corp.
want to continue having a social
relationship with these people,
then politely RSVP with your
regrets. To ignore the invitation
would be a breach of good manners.

DEAR READER: You should
absolutely find another cardiologist. Yours was rude and out of
line Having tried two separate
brands and experiencing side
effects from both, it is clear you
can't tolerate +taints. While it is
true that nonstatin cholesterol-lowering medications aren't as effective as their statin counterparts.
they are a viable alternative given
the situation.
Find a new cardiologist and
explain your situation, and, if he
or she isn't willing to work a little harder to help, then move on
to another Once you find someone willing to listen to and work
with you, you should find your
condition and outlook improving.
To give you related information. I am sending you copies of
my Health Reports "Coronary
Artery Disease" and "Understanding Cholesterol."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am one
of your faithful Canadian readers. I have been using Sure Jell
Certo now for three years as a
treatment for arthritis pain. When
I first read your column, I laughed
but tried it anyway. It worked! I
questioned whether it worked
because I thought it would or if
I felt better because it truly worked
I found out once and for all when
I went on vacation and forgot to
take it with me. 1 felt awful and
couldn't wait to get home.
I drink it with my morning
pills every day. Because I don't
like grape juice. I use 12 ounces
of iced tea with half a package
of the liquid Certo.
DEAR READER: Thank you
for writing your success story. I
chose to print it because yours is
the first experience I have heard
that doesn't involve the typical
purple grape juice.

North-South s ulnetable
NORTII
•A 73
V 10 8 6 5
•Q
•A 10 8 3 2
WEST
EAST
•K 8 6 4 2
•J 10
•KQ92
•AJ 7 4 3
•10 5
•A 9 8 7 4 3
4,K 6
S011.1.111
•(,)9 5
•K .1 6 2
*Q.1 9 7 54
The bidding:
North
East
South
nest
Pass
1•
2+
4•
5*
5•
Pass
Pass
6*
Pass
Pass
I *le
Opening lead — king or hearts
The 161-deal semifinal match
between Brazil and the t.rated States
at the 1985 Bermuda Bowl in Sao
Paulo, Brazil. was one of the most
exciting in world team championship
hiSliny. A lief a nip-and-tuck battle
that the Brazilians led most of the
way. the Americans trailed by only 6
IMPs going into the last two hands.
This was the penultimate deal.
In the Open Room, with a large
partisan audience watching on VuGraph, he Brazilians. seated NorthSouth, reached six clubs doubled as
shown. The declarer was Marcelo
Branco. and the cheering throng

000

could see that the slam was unbeatable, pros idol Itranco guessed how
to play the clubs.
Alter rulTmg the opening heart
lead. Branco tabled the club queen,
on which West smoothly followed
low. With the audience — tar
removed from the playing area —
shrieking "finesse, finesse,- Branco
pondered the situation and finally
called for the ace. Down one for a
loss of 200 points.
At the seamed table, ulth a Brazilian pair now holding the Fast-West
cards, the bidding went as follows,
North
EMI
Wt-'.!
South
l'a_ss
l'ass
Pass
I4
Pass
2 IP
Pass
4•
Pass
5*
Pass
5•
Here. the American North-S,.:
pair didn't 'nen enter the bidding,
and the Brazilians climbed to use
hearts under their own steam. The
critical bid was West's leap to four
hearts on minimal salues, which
encouraged Fast to try fire slam with
cuebid of five clubs.
Five hearts might have succeeded
on another day, but on this occasion
declarer found it impossible to overconic the had breaks in hearts anti
diamonds. and finished down one.
Titus Brazil. %%Ali chances to gain
significantly at both tables, instead
lost 250 points — exactly 6 IMPs —
to throw the match into a dead tie
with one deal remaining. We'll sec
what happened on that deal tomorrow.

lomorross: famous Hand — 2.

-Crosswords
ACROSS

3

Et L_ 101 fsJ
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klAtEN YOU 14
TUG 734AT STRING, HE RECITES
WASIONIGrON'S PAREWEL.1. SPEECH
TO ""lfi
—200p5

GialEtsFIIFIELCKEI

36 Visage
37 Wheel part
38 Gemstone
42 Kind of agent
43 Aussie jumper
44 Don No's neckwear
45 Pacino or
Jolson
46 Spooky
48 Entice
49 Drove erratically
51 Vitamin B
component
53 Archeology find
54 Cure salmon

1 Conservative
6 Twig
11 Deli order
12 Phrased
14 Gymnasts'
goals
15 Flying solo
17 You, old-style
18 Summer in
Cannes
19 W-2 collectors
20 Kind of meditation
21 Bar mixer
23 Work in the
garden
24 Scoundrels
25 Pork selection
27 Bicker
28 Appliance giant
30 Fetched
31 Ernesto
Guevera
32 Image maker
2.3 Open a bottle
35 Better than
stereo
1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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BM00
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DODO WOOM UMW
MOM MHO 000

DOWN
1 Look after
(2 wds )
2 Adjusted
3 Weightlifter s
pride
4 Id est. briefly
5 Chromosome
material
6 Took an oath
7 Cargo units
115
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8 Wrathful
feeling
9 LP successor
10 Excited
(2 wds
11 66 and 1-80

117

8
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15
1
18

Id 17
19

21

22

23

25
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28

IF I NAP A DO6 WE
COULD ROMP IN THE SNOW

o

2444P
I PAVE A D06,AND 9
U
Or
NEVER ROMP IN THE SN:OW
6ENERA
0
PER511IN6 00E5
NOT LIKE TO
0
SEE 105 OFFICER5
ROMPING IN
TWESNCt.).14
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111111 °0
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Art
0

—

29

33

1111

illR

•

24

30
lIl

34

35

36

NI

lUU
38

42

39

1141

3

45

46

49
53

ill
47

I

111

50

SI

U•SN

54

III
I

13 More
compressed
16 Mane
possessor
20 Zig's opposite
22 Seaweeds
23 Punch or jab
24 Philosophy
26 Alley from
Moo
27 Triumphant
cry
28 Laugh heartily
29 Makes
possible
31 Chicago pro
34 201 to
Claudius
35 Je ne sais —
37 Crowd
39 Spunk
40 Hawk s refuge
41 Legal claim
43 Rod's
companion
46 Time to
celebrate
47 Coast Guard
oft
48 Thai language
50 Beside or near
52 - No Angel
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MSU HANGS ON
AT END, SQUEEZES
OUT WIN OVER
JACKSONVILLE
STATE
By

MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Billy Kennedy has maintained that one reason his Racers have been able to hold off
opponents down the stretch in
his team's two-game win streak
has been because of their offensive prowess.
Saturday night. the Racers
got another test and this time
had to do it while their offense
struggled.
Murray State shot just 35 percent from the floor in the second half, down from the 43
percent they shot in the first
half, but still managed to sneak
out a victory and hold off a
pesky Jacksonville State ballclub 57-54 in front of 2.958
at the Regional Special Events
Center.
The Racers improve to 1410 overall and are now 9-5 in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
while Jacksonville State falls
to 11-14 overall and 5-11 in
conference play.
Tony Easley led the way
for MSU with 14 points with
all but two coming in the first
half. Easley had a hot start to
the game when he scored 12
points and grabbed five
rebounds in the first 14 minutes.
The Gamecocks got a Nick
Murphy hoop and harm with
1:17 to play to make it a 5352 ballgame in favor of Murray State and on the ensuing
possession, the Racers ran the
shot clock down to two seconds until Isacc Miles took a
desperation three-point try from
the right baseline and missed
on the side of the rim.
In the final 30 seconds of
the ballgame. Jacksonville State
was whistled two times for
traveling violations, adding to
the adage if it wasn't for any
luck, JSU would have no luck
whatsoever.
Murray State didn't have
much luck on its side either.
With 17.6 to play. Jeffery
McClain sank two free throws
to give MSU a slim 55-52
lead, but Jonathan Toles knifed
his way through traffic for a
layup. cutting the Racer lead
to one.
Toles then fouled Danero

TOMMY DILLARD I Ledger 8 Times
Calloway County guard Karra Jones goes up for a
shot over Community Christian defender Caitlin Rust
during the Lady Lakers' 74-53 victory in Paducah on
Saturday. Calloway earned the No. 1 seed in the district tournament at Sunday's draw.

Making a
statement
LADY LAKERS CRUSH CCA,
EARN TOP DISTRICT SEED IN
SUNDAY DRAW
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
PADUCAH , Ky. — Scott
Sivills admits he was expecting a much tighter game than
the 74-53 blowout win with
which his team left Community Christian Academy Saturday night.
What he got instead was
a statement game on a night
in which his team played its
way into a first-place tie with
Marshall County atop the 4th
District.
"We knew we needed to
take care of business tonight
to let everybody know we're

MICHAEL DANN

8 Times
Murray State's Tony Easley had a hot start tc i!,t; game when
he scored 12 points
and grabbed five rebounds in the first 14 minutes.

III See RACERS. 10
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All In A Week's Work
ROLLER COASTER WEEK RESULTS IN
SEASON SWEEP FOR RACERS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
It was a whirlwind week
for Murray State coach Rob
Cross and ii %vent beyond him
breaking his wrist Friday afternoon
while
playing
his
usual game of
pick-up basketball.
Monday.
the first-year
Racer
head
coach fielded a
couple of calls
from
the
WNBA
on
Ashley Hayes
and
Amber
Guffcy. Later
that afternoon. Cross learned
that the talented tandem of Paige
and Amber Guffey were named
Academic All District 4 First
team which makes the two eligible for Academic All-American honors.

71

t.'

.

Ledger P. Times

Ashley Hayes dropped her second -straight double-double
and her fourth-consecutive game with 30 points and 10
rebounds while adding two steals.

Late .1-hursday. Hayes joined
Amber Guffey on the Naismith
watch list, this after dispatching Tennessee Tech 91-84.
As if Cross has found some
kind of lucky rabbit's foot, the
Racers extended their longest
winning streak in school history to 11 games and an RSE('
winning streak to 15 after clocking Jacksonville State 71-56
Saturday night.
MSU put four players in
double-digits as senior Ashley
Hayes led the Racers (17-6.
12-1 Ohio Valley Conference)
with her second-straight double-double and her fourth-consecutive game with at least 30
points.
The Humboldt. Tenn.. native
tallied 30 points and 1(1
rebounds while adding two
steals. Paige Guffey was nest
on the scoring list with 16
points, while Amber Guffey
added 13 and Angela Mullins
le See MU,10

ready for tournament play and
we can take on anyone," said
Calloway forward Averee
Fields, whose 23 points helped
the Lady Lakers make quick
work of CCA in their final
district game of the regular
See LADY LAKERS, 10

Next Week
4th District Tournament
(at Murray)
Monday
(4) CCA vs 111 Calloway Co 6 p m
Tuesday
(31 Marshall Co vs 12) Murray 7 P m
Friday
4th Distnct Champtonsh.r• 6 p m
Game we be played al Race, Arena

Lakers
run away
from CCA
C 11 I.(MAI MANSITION GAME TOO
MUCH TO HANDLE FOR WARRIORS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
PADUCAH . Ky. — Austin
Lilly figures there will be
some nights next season when
he won't get a lot of rest,
but the rising senior and future
Calloway County starting
point guard likely won't have
any more days like Saturday.
After conducting Calloway's offense in two junior varsity games early Saturday, Lilly entered his third
game of the day in the second quarter of the Lakers'
72-40 win at Community
Christian that night.
He played the better pan
of three quarters and bested
his scoring average by nearly 10 points while pounng
in 12 against the Warriors,
all the while satisfying coach
Bruce Lane's plea to his
guards to up the tempo down
the regular season stretch run.
"I've been playing a lot
of IN and its helped me out
conditioning-wise," he said.
"I love playing like that. I
hate playing slow. Fast-paced
is my kind of ball."

Lilly and the Lakers ran
CCA right out of its own
gym thanks to a 12-0 run
that ended the first half and
gave Calloway a cushiony 3519 lead going into the break.
The Lakers' final seven points
of the half were all scored
in transition, thanks to two
steals and layups from sophomore guard Shawn Thompson and another from fellow
sophomore Brock Simmons.
"We really wanted to get
the ball out," said Lane, whose
team has now won five con—
secutive games and hasn't lost
since the ice storm. "The first
quarter, we weren't making
pass fakes and kind of justthrowing the ball around
everywhere there for a minute
or two. But I thought we
moved the ball a lot better
there second half and got
open looks."
Calloway weathered an
early drive by CCA that
included four first-quarter
three-pointers from Lyle Rommelman and George Thump•See LAKERS, 10
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KHSAA SIAIE SWIMMING ROUNDI

Erickson, relay state run hampered by illness
FRESHMAN SWIMMER
PLACES 23RD IN
BACKSTROKE, BOWS
OUT OF BUTTERFLY
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
The top swimmers in the
state weren't the primary nemesis for Lauren Erickson at the
KHSAA state meet this weekend in Louisville.
Erickson continued to be
hampered by a persistent stomach flu that forced her to drop
the 100 butterfly and added
several seconds to her time in
the 1(10 backstroke, ending her
state run in Friday's prelimi-

"She was sick all week, wasn't Able to hold anything down
and she gave it her hest in an
extremely tough situation." said
Murray coach John Wand."Once
she was in the water, you could
just see that she didn't have
any energy."
Erickson placed 23rd in the
state in the 100-yard backstroke
with a time of 1:03.90, more
than three seconds off the pace
that won her a regional championship just one week ago.
The Tigers' other state entry,
the girls' 4(10 freestyle relay,
placed 24th with a time of
4:11.47. Freshman Vic Verburg
improved on her regional time

in the relay, and Wand said he
i. said Wand. "When we
was pleased with the effort.
informed the coaches that she
"Lauren is the leader of this was going to scratch the butrelay team, so the effect of her terfly, the Bowling Green team
illness was great," said Wand. that took her place really gath"I was extremely pleased with ered around her and supported
the other swims. especially Vic her in everything she was tryVerburg. But when you have ing to do this weekend. It was
your ace swimmer down and really great to sit back and
out, it's extremely tough trying watch that."
Murray's swimming program
to overcome that mentally and
brings an end to a season Wand
physically."
Also slated to participate in hopes will be a building block
toward the future. Both boys'
the 1()0 butterfly, Erickson
and girls' teams improved their
bowed out of that event to
lot at regionals and Erickson
focus on the backstroke and became
the first Tiger swimrelay.
mer to qualify for state in two
"One thing that is impres- individual events, and Wand
sive about this is to see the knows the freshman will be
respect she has around this back for more next season.

REGION 1 WRESTLING ROUNDUP

Starks delivers surprise bid as Lakers qualify four
TAYLOR, TREADWAY,
FRIEDRICH ALSO
ADVANCE TO FRANKFORT

-S'CPCPIREIE EN CP A NECP
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NASCAR SCOREBOARD
NASCAR-Sprint Cup-Daytona 500
Results
B, The Associated Press
Sundry
At Daytona Internatonel Speedway
Dwytone Beach. Fla
Lap length 2 5 miles
(Start position in parentheses)
Note. Race shortened due to nen
139) Matt Kenseth Ford. 152 laps
2 (32) Kevin Harvick. Chevrolet
3 (20) Al Allmenornger Dodge
4 (22) Clint Bowyer Chevrolet
5 (30) Elliott Sadler, Dodge
6 (33) David Ragan Ford
7 (27) Michael Waltrip Toyota
8 15) Tony Stewart. Chevrolet
9 (34) Reed Sorenson Dodge
10 (13) Kurt Busch Dodge. 152
11 (11 Martin Truer, Jr Chevrolet
12 (28) David Reurimann, Toyota
13 131 Jeff Gordon Chevrolet. 152
14 (3) Juan Pablo Montoya. Chevidet
15 (25) Casey Mears Ghevrolet
16.(2) Mark Marlin. Chevrolet
17 (23) Marcos Ambrose Toyota

more Michael Treadway all placed third still a little affected by that." said Walls.
in their respective weight classes while "We expect a much better performance
sophomore Robbie Friedrich secured fourth this week at state after he's had time to
place in the I12-pound class to move on recoup."
to this week's state meet at the Frankfort
Calloway's lone senior state representaConvention Center.
tive, Ethan Taylor, punched his ticket in
But the weekend's biggest achiever was the I52-pound class.
By TOMMY DILLARD
Starks, who canie into the regional seed"Ethan has just matured so much over From Page 9
Sports Writer
Thanks to a surprise state bid from ed sixth in the 130-pound weight class,
the last year," said Walls. "He's a senior. season.
"Keaton
was the surprise," said Walls. so I expected it. He's just really on top
sophomore wrestler Keaton Starks, Dickie
Calloway got an even bigWalls can rest assured that the streak is "He came out and wrestled the best he of his game right now and we're expect- ger victory on Sunday.
when
has ever wrestled and defeated some very ing to go deep into the state with all four
still intact.
they won a draw against MarSince Walls' Calloway County program high quality wrestlers."
of our guys."
shall County for the district's
Treadway was the Lakers' highest seed
began KHSAA competition in 2005. the
Friedrich was the final Calloway Coun- No. 1 seed
in the upcoming
Lakers have increased the number of grap- coming into regionals. ranked second in ty wrestler to earn a bid, going 2-2 on
tournament. Calloway will face
the
2I5-pound
class.
After
battling
plers they've sent to Frankfort with each
the flu the weekend and taking fourth in the 112last week, he fell one spot to third after pound class. He lost a close match to fourth-seeded Community Chrisseason.
losing
to Christian County's Mark Payne third-place qualifier David Dickson from tian on Monday, while Marshall
In 2008, Calloway sent three seniors.
At the Region 1 Championships Saturday and Paducah Tilghman's Bernard Franklin Paducah Tilghman, who won several match- will face third-seeded Murray
on Tuesday.
in Owensboro, four Lakers punched their by a combined two points.
es at state last year.
The Lady Lakers took CCA
"Michael had just gotten back to pracfirst-ever tickets to high school wrestling's
The Lakers leave for the state champitice Thursday night and we left Friday, so onships on Wednesday and will wrestle out of the game early on a 13big dance.
0 run that began toward the end
Starks, senior Ethan Taylor and sopho- he was coming off one day's practice and Thursclay and Friday.
of the first quarter and ended
several minutes into the second,
giving Calloway a 29-17 lead.
The Lady Lakers spent the rest
From Page 9
to have to step up and play a scorer Jordan Harbin to just nine up being a
big key for us. of the second quarter building
son and led by just two points lot of minutes. This has been points on the night, thanks in (Harbin) is a good player and their lead to 20 at halftime.
quite a day for him and I'm large part to the efforts of cen- could play for anybody
after one.
It was a much-needed conin the
Lilly entered the game in sure he'll get some good rest ter Derek Solomon.
fidence boost for Sivills and crew,
region."
the second quarter and provid- tonight, but very pleased with
"We put Derek on him and
who just two nights earlier had
ed an instant pick-me up on his performance tonight."
hoped he could cause some
escaped Murray with a twoNext Week
In addition to Lilly's 12 problems because of his size
offense for Calloway. scoring
point victory. Making the win
4th District Tournament
on a driving layup, then step- points, Calloway also got dou- and I think he blocked the first
more impressive was CCA's
ping back and draining a three- ble-digit scoring from serior shot he took," said Lane. "Havlat Murray)
recent play against other dispointer from the top of the forward George Garner and ing Derek harass him ended
Monday
trict contenders. The Lady War(41CCA vs
Marshall Co 7 30 pm
Simmons, who scored 16 and Calloway Co 16 19 21 16- 72
key.
riors took Murray to overtime
Wednesdey
14 514
7-40
For the junior, who has IS, respectively. Nearly every- CCA
on Feb. 5. then played Mar(3) Murray vs (2) Calloway Co 7 p.m.
one
scored
on
a night in which Calloway Co. (174)
largely been a distributor as
Friday
shall County close before falling
- Garner 16
41h District Championship- 730 p.m
backup point guard this sea- Lane played his entire I3-man Simmons 15, Lilly 12, Thompson 7, Kelly
by 11 on Feb. 10 in Draffenville.
4 Solomon 4 Wiles 4 Dobbins 2,
son, it was a return to form roster.
Game will be played at Racer Arena
"I never dreamed it would
Bumpus
2 Humphreys 2, Maness 2.
Calloway shot 51 percent
from early in his sophomore
Pruitt 2
year, when he was a constant as a team, but the game was FG: 32-61 3-pt: 5-12 FT: 3-4
threat from beyond the three- won on the defensive side of Rebounds: 30 Turnovers: 14 Fouls:
the ball. The Lakers held CCA 9
point arc.
Christian (4-17) "He's going to be running to 39 percent shooting from Community
Rommelman 10 Harbin 9 G Thompson
the top for us next year. him the field and forced 26 6 Greenwell 4 Housman 3, Wingtvald 2
Freeman 2. VVrye 2
and Brock and Shawn," said turnovers.
Calloway also held Warrior FG: 17-44 3-pt: 5-12 FT: 1-5
Lane. "He's going to have to
Rebounds: 28 Turnovers: 26 Fouls
be our point guard, so he's going senior post player and leading 6.

18 (16) Carl Edwards Ford
19.(37) John Andretti. Chevrolet
20.(35) Greg Biele. Ford
21.(42) Regan Srniti. Chevrolet
22.(12) Bobby Laborite Ford
23.(40) MI Eliot Ford
24.(43)Tem/ Laborite Toyota
25.(17) Scott Riggs. Toyota
26.(10)Denny Kaman Toyota
27 114) Da.Earnhardt Jr Chev ,•
28. (26) Jell Burton, Chevrolet
29 (15) Massy Saline . Dodoe
30.(11) Ade Almirola. Chevrolet
31.(7) Jennie Johnson. Chevrolet
32(20)Sam Hornish Jr Dodge
33.(24) David Strernme Dodge
34.(31) Robby Gordon Toyota
35.(36) Scoff Speed. Toyota
36.(36) Ryan Newman. Chevrolet
37.(21)Jame McMurray. Ford
38.(19) Paul Menard Ford, accident
39.(6) Brian Vickers. Toyota. accident
40.(18) Jeremy Mayfield, Toyota
41.(4) Kyle Busch Toyota. accident
42. (41) Travis Kvapil, Ford
43 (9) Joey Logan°. Toyota accident

II Lady Lakers

•Lakers

be like this." said Sivills. "I
thought it would be a much
closer game. but we got them
in an up-and-down tempo. our
kids fed off each other and we
ran the floor really well and
made a lot of shots."
In addition to 23 points from
Fields and 26 from Murray State
signee
Kayla Cunninghani,
Sivills got what was likely the
most complete game of the season frora freshman guard tandem Karlee Wilson and Taylor
Futrell.
Wilson scored seven points
and Futrell added six, but the
duo opened the game with timely jump shots and their constant defensive pressure helped
the Lady Lakers force 26
turnovers.
Calloway Co
CCA

20 28 10 16 - 74
17 11 12 13 - 53

Calloway Co.(174)- K Cunningham
27, Fields 23, Wilson 7, T Futrell 6,
Jones 5. A Cunninghwn 4. Boggess 2
FG: 25-53 3-pt: 0-5 FT: 24-35
Rebounds: 39 Turnovers: 14 Fouls:
13
Community ChristMn (12-10) - C
McMullen 23, Evers 10 Durrett 10
Bowman 6 Rust 4
FG: 23-43 3-pt: 1-8
FT: 4-7
Rebounds: 37 Turnovers: 26 Fouls:
19

RACER BASKETBALL

•Racers
From Page 9
is a 80 percent career free throw shooter missed
out on both of his opportunities from the line.
On the inbound, JSU was called for auother walking violation and McClain was able to
put the game out of reach by making both
free throws.
"He's a better free throw shooter than that,"
Kennedy said of Thomas. "I think fatigue had
something to do with it. But he's got to make
free throws.
"I knew at the beginning of the second half,
just looking at our players and the foul situation that if Jacksonville State got any confidence then it was going to be a grind.
"Unfortunately that's what had to happen."
Murray State was outscored 32-27 in the
second half and Kennedy continued to address
the importance of playing through adversity.
"I think foul trouble disrupts our chemistry
at times, especially on the offensive end. We're
down to nine scholarship players so our margin for error is very small. We were blessed
to get by with a win tonight."
Jacksonville State head coach James Green
summed up his team's performance as moral
victory. but at the same time, realizes that his

team who currently holds down the eighth spot
in the upcoming OVC playoffs knows that
moral victories won't do a whole lot for his
ballclub.
"There's no substitute for the feeling for
winning, but there is a substitute for losing
and knowing that you didn't compete as hard
as you know you could have. Our guys competed tonight. We gave ourselves a chance to
win. We played everyone we could and I think
all of our guys gave us their best effort. We
made some adjustments throughout the game
and I thought our guys responded to that."
The Racers will now turn their attention ,
I
a Southeast Missouri State ballclub that lost at
Morehead on Saturday night. MSU travels to
the Show Me Center in Cape Girardeau Tuesday for a 7 p.m. game. The Racers have won
their last five games at SEMO since last losing there in 2003.
"They're playing better," Kennedy said of
the Redhawks. "Anybody on any given night
can beat anyone in this league. There is no
clear cut favorite. I expect it to be a war, a
close game and as much as we've struggled
scoring. we're going to have to make some
shots in that game."

Racer Television Network
Racers c SEMO
Tuesday,
February 17th
7 p.m.

•MSU
From Page 9
put in 10 points.
It was clear at ga.ne's end
that Saturday night's performance was a lot different than
it was Jan. 15, when MSU
won at JSU 93-86.
"Our defense tonight was
night-and-day from the last time
we played Jacksonville State."
Cross said. "No one was happy'
with our defensive effort at
Jacksonville State. but tonight
we held them to 36 percent
shooting and played without
fouling."
The second half was another hack -and-forth battle for the
first four minutes, just as it
has been in game's past for
MSU, hut then the Racers
pushed the lead out to 16 points
with 15:30 left in the game.
Murray State controlled a dou-

ble-digit lead for the next 10
minutes before Jacksonville
State made a final piLiti. The
Gamecocks went on a 9-0 run
from 7:11-4:15 that cut the
advantage to five points. The
Racers responded with a 12-2
run in the final four minutes
of the game to earn the 7156 win.
"I really think we got a little lackadaisical tonight and
the most disappointing thing
about that is it happened when
people came off the bench."
Cross said of his substituting
down the stretch when the
game seemed out of reach.
"Normally they do a good job
of going in and giving us some
energy."
Murray State will now leave
the confines of the RSEC for
the final two road games of
the regular season. The Rac-

ers will travel to face Southeast Missouri State Thursday
night before moving on to face
second-place Eastern Illinois on
Saturday ni ht.

Greg Mansfield's

METAL
OF MURRAY
•Storm Damage
Repair

NewWave customers will see the broadcasts on
channel 79 in all areas west of Kentucky Lake
and on channel 3 in Hopkinsville and
Madisonville.
Mediacom is seen in 8,000 homes in Marshall,
Calloway, Trigg, and Caldwell Counties and can
he seen on channel 7, 8, or 97.
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